
Secure Hybrid IdentityTM – 
Defender for Identity
Finding the latest vulnerabilities in your 
traditional Active Directory.

Solution Highlights

-Forrester 2020 Microsoft 365 Enterprise Total Economic Impact 
Study

Secure your Active Directory

Who is This For?

Whilst organisations must heavily focus on securing their cloud saas, 
Paas and IAAS solution, there can be a lack of awareness of the 
changing threat landscape for on premises systems, which can result in 
considerable losses through ransomware, data leakage and deliberate 
destruction of systems. Defender for Identity is a Cloud-based solution 
which will help organisations running Hybrid Identity to detect and 
resolve weaknesses within on-premises Active Directory environment, 
detect suspicious activity and in the event of an incident, provide clear 
timeline information in the event of an incident.

As part of Performanta’s Secure Hybrid IdentityTM model, our security team 
will work with your team to:

• Plan an optimal implementation for your environment

• Assist in deployment, leveraging our experience of implementation

• Run Performanta custom Threat Hunting queries to help identify 
vulnerabilities 

• Assess results 

• Advise on remediations

• Anyone needing to understand new threats to their hybrid identity and are starting to or already using the 
latest tools to support this

• Those wanting to not only harden their Cloud estate but also look to review their traditional Active Directory 
estate to take into consideration the latest threats

• Organisations wishing to utilize their M365 investment with a deployment of Defender for Identity

“Threat protection and Identity are high on customers’ minds. Getting 
identity right is a critical part of a Microsoft 365 project and is the first 
place we start.”

Identify, Protect and Detect 
risk within traditional 
infrastructure

Rapid deployment and 
adoption for immediately 
tangible benefits

Lateral movement and 
similar modern threats to 
traditional Active Directory

Provide ongoing insights and 
reporting into threats as and 
when they arise

Ongoing reassurance that 
on-premises Active Directory 
is secure from modern threat

Solution Objective

Identify latest vulnerabilities with on-premises Active Directory

Recommend strategy to address identified vulnerabilities

Ongoing vulnerability assessment of your Active Directory



What We’ll Do

Consultation: we will work with you to provide an overview of Microsoft Defender for Identity and assist 
with design of deployment.

Installation: our experts will introduce Microsoft Defender for Identity to your environment, configure the 
cloud portal, as well as support deployment agents.

Initial review: we will review the captured data and discuss any urgent or immediate vulnerabilities that 
have been identified. We will also run custom Threat Hunting queries against the collated data to identify a 
number of non-standard vulnerabilities.

Results & Next Steps: We will report back on what has been implemented and run through any findings 
of interest found. Discussions will follow on what the next steps might be to implement the features of 
Microsoft Defender for Identity and/or other components of M365. We can look at MDR and SOC services if 
required.

What Will The Outcomes Be?

As part of Performanta’s Secure Hybrid IdentityTM approach to security, we follow NIST Cybersecurity framework, 
deploying new technology to Identify, Protect and Detect risk within traditional infrastructure.

Performanta’s solution combines Microsoft baselines alongside our own Threat Hunting queries to identify risks 
formerly not easily identified within on-premises estate. Our consultants also work with in-house IT and security 
teams to help them understand the risks, impacts and best routes to protect their environment.

Discover internal and external 
threats to the current on-premises 
estate

Understand new risks and 
anomalies as your estate evolves 
in real-time.

Empower internal teams to 
understand, assess and address 
identified risks.

Identify DetectProtect

www.performanta.com

Why Performanta?
Founded in 2010, Performanta is a leading Microsoft Solutions Partner for 
both Modern Work and Security, with Security Specialisations Identity 
and Access Management, and in Threat Protection. Performanta became 
one of the world’s first FastTrack Ready Security Partners (FRSPs) and 
joined the Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA), placing 
Performanta firmly as a leader in the cyber security space. Performanta 
has also achieved Microsoft verified MXDR solution status.

As an award-winning Managed Cyber Security Service Provider, 
Performanta has been pioneering cyber safety, working tirelessly to 
achieve two things for our clients: lowering the risk and limiting the 
impact of a successful cyber attack. We work with large and small 
clients across the world and are experts in cyber security and cyber 
safety. Our Microsoft Consultancy, Managed Sentinel SOC and MDR 
teams are experts in their fields, and our services are essential to our 
customers in today’s world where cyber threat is greater than ever.


